Serving Customers Since 1914
COMPANY HISTORY
Fuller has been a name in automotive repair since 1914. It all started 4 generations ago when
Willis Fuller, recognizing that automobiles were the future of transportation, quickly
transitioned from horse and buggy repair to automotive ignition wiring. Following in his
footsteps, Freeman Fuller continued automotive repair in the 1930’s and 40’s from a residential
garage, then a barn, and eventually built the 68 Auburn Street location in 1951. From there,
the business expanded into other divisions of auto repair. Assisting with this was Freeman’s
son, Richard Fuller who in 1961 continued to build upon the foundation of his father and
grandfather, adding other branches of auto services and sales, including two dealerships and
the current location on Rt. 20 in Auburn, which began with one building. Now a fourth
generation of the Fuller family, Richard’s sons Chris and Josh are carrying on the business that
has built a solid reputation for the last 100+ years. The simple concept of working hard and
being good to people has guided each generation into the future and the family dynamic is
easily summed up as each generation wanting to do better than ones before them.
Today, the Fuller brand includes: Fuller Automotive, Fuller Auto Body, Fuller Pre-Owned Sales,
SpeeDee Oil Change, Fuller Tire Center and Rapid Auto Rental, focusing on all aspects of
preventative maintenance, service, collision repair, sales and rental. All businesses are together
at one “campus” on Route 20, effectively serving as a “one stop shop” for all of your
automotive needs.
Fuller Automotive Companies also on the lengthy involvement in their community and proactiveness in hiring and training vocational school students. Each year the Fuller Companies of
Auburn sponsor many youth sports teams as well as contribute to local schools, groups and
organizations. Fuller Automotive Companies’ continued involvement in the community is of
upmost importance to their continued success.
The Fuller family takes great pride in this achievement and realizes that without the dedication
and hard work from hundreds of previous and present employees this would not have been
possible.

